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Reactor Design

Why, a four-yeas-old child could understand this.
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Overview. Chapters I and 2 discussed mote balances on reacror,~and the
manipulation of these balances to predict reactor sizes. Chapter 3 discussed reactions. In Chapter 4, we combine reactions and reactors as we
bring a11 the material in the preceding three chapters together to arrive at
a logical structure for the design of various types of reactors. By using
this structure, one should be able to solve reactor engineering problems
by reasoning rather than by memorizing numerous equations together
with the various restrictions and conditions under which each equation
applies (i.e., whether there is a change in the total number of moles, etc.).
In perhaps no other area of engineering is mere formula plugging more
hazardous; the number of physical situations that can arise appears infinite, and the chances of a simple formula being sufficient for the adequate design of a real reactor are vanishingly small.
We divide the chapter into two parts: Part 1 "Mole Balances in
Terms of Conversion," and Part 2 "Mole Balances in Terms of Concentration, C,.and Molar Flow Rates, F+" In Part 1, we wiIl concentrate on
batch reactors, CSTRs,and PFRs where conversion is the preferred measure of a reaction's progress for single reactions. In Part 2, we will analyze membrane reactors. the startup of a CSTR. and semibatch reactors,
which are most easily analyzed using concentration and molar flow rates
as the variables rather than conversion. We will again use mole balances
in terms of these variables (C,. F,)for multiple reactors in Chapter 6.
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This chapzer focuses attention on reactions that are operated isothermally. We begin the chapter by studying a liquid-phase reaction to
form ethylene gIycol in a batch reactor. Here, we determine the specific
reaction rate constant that will be used to design an industrial CSTR to
produce ethylene glycol. After illustrating the design of a CSTR from
batch date, we carry out the design of a PFR for the gas-phase pyrolsis
reaction to form ethylene. This section is followed by the design of a
packed bed reactor with pressure drop to form ethylene oxide from the
partial oxidation of ethylene. When we put ail these reactions and reactors together, we will see we have designed a chemical plant to produce
200 million pounds per year of ethylene glycol. We close the chapter by
analyzing some of the newer reactors such as microreactors. membrane
reactors, and, on the CD-ROM, reactive disdllation semibatch reactors.

PARTI

Mole Balances in Terms of Conversion

4.1 Design Structure for Isothermal Reactors
~ o g ~ One
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of the primary goals of this chapter is to solve chemical reaction engineering (CRE) problems by using logic rather than memorizing which equation
applies where. It is the author's experience that following this structure. shown
in Figure 4-1, will lead 10 a greater understanding of isothermal reactor design.
We begin by applying our genera! mole balance equation (level O) to a specific reactor to arrive at the design equation for that reactor (Ievel Q). If the
feed conditions are specified (e.g., NAoor FA,), alf that is required to evaluate
the design equation is the rate of reaction as a function of conversion at the
same conditions as those at which the reactor is to be operated (e.g.. temperature and pressure). When -r, =flm is known or given, one can go directly
from Ievel O to level @ ta determine either the batch time or reactor volume
necessary to achieve the specified conversion.
If the rate of reaction is not given explicitly as a function of conversion,
we must proceed to level @ where the rate law must be determined by either
finding ir in books or journals or by determining it experimentalty in the laboratory. Techniques for obtaining and analyzing sate data to determine the reaction order and rnte constant are presented id Chapter 5. After she rate law has
been established. one has only to use stoichiumetry (level @) together with the
conditions of the system (e.g., constant volume, temperature) to express concentration as a function of conversion.
For liquid-phase reactions and for gas-phase reactions with no pressure
drop (P= Po), one can combine the information in IeveIs @ and B,to-express
the rate of reaction as a function of conversion and arrive at level @. It is now
~ossibleto determine either the time or reactor volume necessnrv to achieve
the desired conversion by substituting the retationship linking conversion and
sate of reaction into the appropriate design equation (level @).
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For gas-phase reactions in packed beds where there is a pressure drop,

we need to proceed to level 8 to evaluate the pressure ratio (P 1 Po) in the concentration term using the Ergun equation (Section 4.5). In level @, we combine
the equations for pressure drop in level 6 with the information in levels 6 and
a,to proceed to level 19where the equations are then evaluated in the appropriate manner (i.e., analytically using a table of integrals, or numerically using
an ODE solver). AIthough this structure emphasizes the determination of a
reaction time or reactor volume for a specified conversion, it can also readily
be used for other types of reactor calculations. such as determining the conver-

The Algorithm

'. lrfrrle

?. Rite law
3. Stolchiomc{y
4. Combtne

5 Eialuate

sion for a specified volume. Different manipulations can be performed in level
@ to answer the differenl types of questions mentioned her.i
The structure shown in Figure 4-1 allows one to develop a few basic concepts and then to arrange the parameters (equations) associated with each concept in a vafery of ways. Without such a structure, one is faced with the
possibility of choosing or perhaps memorizing the correct equation from a
11~1tS!itude
of ~qcmrio~ls
that can arise for a variety of different combinations of
reactions, reactors. and sets of conditions. The challenge is to put everything
together in an orderly and logical fanhion so that we can proceed ta arrive at
the correct equation for a given situation.
Fortunately. by using an algorithm to formulate CRE problems, which
happens to be analogous to the algorithm for ordering dinner from a fixedprice menu in a fine French restaurant. we can elirninale virtually ail memorization. In both of these algorithms. we must make choices in each category.
E(lr example, in ordering from a French menu, we begin by choosing one dish
from the & p ~ ~ i z e rlisted.
s
Step 1 in the anaIog in CRE is to begin by choosing
the appropriate male balance for one of the three types of reactors shown. In
Step 2 we choose the rate law { e ~ ~ t r P and
e ) . in Step 3 we specify whether the
reaction is gas or liquid phase ( c l ~ e e or
~ ~drsserr).
e
Finally. in Step 4 we combine Steps 1. 2, and 3 and either obtain an analytical solution or solve the
equations using an ODE solver. (See the complete French menu on the
CD-ROM).
We now will apply thi? algorithm to a specific situation. Suppose that we
have. as shown in Figure 4-2. mole balances for three reactors. three rate laws.
and the equation\ for concentrarionr; f i ~ rboth liquid and gas ph:ises. In Figure
4-2 we see how the algm.ithm is wed to forrnula~ethe equation to calcblate the
PFK r.rJtrctor~ ~ o l i i t r i r~,fi~st-orrlr~re~~~r
~ n s - j ~ l ~ (rcoc~ioi?.
rre
Thc pathway to arrive
at rhis equation is s h o ~ nby the ovals connected to the dark lines through the
algorithm. The dashed lines and the bnxes represent other pathways for solutions to other situation$. The algorithm for the pathway shown ic
1. Mole balance, chooce species A reacting in a PFR

2. Ratc law, choose the irretersihle tirsr-order reaction
3. Staichiometry choose the gas-phaxe concentration
4. Cornhine Steps I . ?, and 3 to amve at Equation A
5. Evaluate. The col~lhinestep can be eraluatrd either
a. Analyr~cnll! Appendix AI)
b. Gr;iphicallj (Chapter 2 )
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1 . MOLE BALANCES
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4. COMBINE ( F ~ nOrder
i
Gas-Phase Reaction in a PFR)
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c. Nurnerically(Appendix Ad), or
d. Using software (Polymath)

In Figure 4-2 we chore to integrate Equation A for constant temperature and
pressnre to find the volume necessary to achieve a specified conversion (or calculate the conversion that can be achieved in a specified reactor volume)
Unless the parameter values are zero. we typically don't substitute numerical
values for parameters in the combine step until the very end.
We can solve the
For the case of isothermal operation with no pressure drop, we were able
equalloris in the
to obtain an analytical solution, given by equation B, which gives the reactot
combine ftep e~rher
volume necessary to achieve a conversion X for a first-order gas-phase reaction
I . Analyticnlly
(Append~xA I )
carried out isothermally in a PFR. However, in the majority of situations, ana2. Graphlcdl)
lytical solutions to the ordinary differential equations appearing in the combine
(Chapter 2)
step are not possible. ConseguentIy, we include Polymath. or some other ODE
3. Nun~erically
(Appendix A4)
solver such as MATLAB, in our menu in that it makes obtaining solutions tc
4. Using Software
the differential equations much more paIalable.
!Poljmathl.

4.2 Scale-Up of Liquid-Phase Batch
Reactor Data to the Design of a CSTR

One of the jobs in which chemical engineers are Involved is the scale-up of
labratory experiments to pilot-plant operation or to fulP-scale production. In
the past, a pilot plant would be designed based on laboratory data. However.
owing to the high cost of a pilot-plant study, this step is beginning to be surpassed in many instances by designing a futl-scale plant from the operation of
a laboratory-bench-scale unit called a microplant. To make this jump successfully requires a thorough understanding of the chemicaI kinetics and transpotl
limitations. In this section we show how to analyze a laboratory-scale batch
reactor in which a liquid-phase reaction of known order is being carried out
After determining the specific reaction rate, k, from a batch experiment, we use
it in the design of a full-scale flow reactor.
4.2.1 Batch Operation

In modeling a batch reactor, we have assumed that there is no inflow or outflow of material and that the reactor is wet1 mixed. For most liquid-phase reactions, the density change with reaction is usually small and can be neglected
(i.e., Y = V,). In addition. for gas-phases reactions in which the batch reactor

volume remains constant. we also have V = Vo. Consequently. for constantvolume (V = Vo) (e.g.. closed metal vessels) batch reactoss the mole balance

can be written in terms of concentmtion.
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Generally. when analyzing laboratory experiments. it is best to process
the data in terms of the measured variable. Because concentration is the measured variable for most liquid-phase reactions, the general mole balance equation applied to reactions in which there is no volume change becomes

dc,- - r ~
dt

Used to analyze
batch reaction dara

This is the form we will use in analyzing reaction rate data in Chapter 5.
Let's calculslte the time necessary to achieve a given conversion X for the
irreversible second-order reaction

The mole baIance on a constant-volume, V = Vo, batch reactor is
Mole balance

The rate law is
Rate law

-rA =

kCi

(4-3)

From stoichiometry for a constant-volume batch reactor. we obtain
Stoichiometw

-m

CA= CAO{~

13-29)

The mole balance. rate law, and stoichimetry are combined to obtain
Combine

g =kcAn(1 - x)"
dr

14-41

To evaluate, we rearrange and integrate

Initially, if t = 0, then X = 0. If the reaction is carried aus isothermally, k will
be constant; we can integrate this equation (see Appendix A.1 for a table of
Integrals used in CRE applications) to obtain

Evaluate
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Second-order,

(4-5)

isothermal.
constant-volume
batch reaction

This time is the reaction time t (i.e., tR) needed to achieve a conversion X for
a second-order reaction in a batch reactor. It is important to have a grasp of the
order of magnitudes of batch reaction limes, t,, to achieve a given conversion,
say 90%, for different values of the product of specific reaction rate, k, and initial concentration, CAo.Table 4-1 shows the aIgorithrn to find the batch reaction times, I,, for both first- and a second-order reactions carried out
isothermally, We can ohtaio these estimates of t, by considering the first- and
second-order irreversible reactions of the form

dx=XV

Mole balance

d r ~ hTAn

Rate law

Fint-Order

Evaluate
(Integrate)

t, =

Second-Order

1
-1 ln -

k

I-X

For first-order reactions the reaction time to reach 90% conversion (i.e.,
X = 0.9) in a constant-volume batch reactor scales as
t - -1 l n - I - - 1 l n 1 - - 2.3
'-k
I-X
k
1-0.9
k

The time necessary to achieve 90% conversion in a batch reactor for an irreversible first-order reaction in which the specific reaction rate is 110-+'ss-')
is 6.4 h.
For second-order reactions, we have
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We note that if 99% conversion bad besn required for this value of kc,,, the
reaction time, 1,. would jump to 27.5 h.
Table 4-2 gives the order of magnitude of time to achieve 90% conversion for first- and second-order irreversible batch reactions.
TAELP4-2.
Rcacrion 7i3ne
f~

BATCHREACTIOST I M ~ S
Ftrsr-Order
k (5-I)

Hours
Minutes
Estimaling Reaction
Times

Secortd-Onles
kCAo ( 5 - ' 1
10-J

10-2

Seconds

1

Millisecond%

IMK)

10-I
10
I0 . 0 ~

Flow reactors would be used for reactions with ulauraererirtic reacrinri rimes,
r., of minutes or less.
The times in Table 4-2 are the reaction time to achieve 90% conversion
(i.e., to reduce the conccntsalion from C,, to 0.1 C,,,).
The total cycle time In
any batch operation is considerably longer than the reaction time. I ~ as
. one
mu51 account for he time neces7ary to fill 0,) and heat (r,) the rcactor together
with the time necessary to clean the reactor between batches, t,. In some cases.
the reaction lime calculated from Equation (4-5) may be only a small fraction
of the total cycle time, r,.

Typical cycle times for a batch polymerization process are shown in Table 4-3.
Batch poiymerization reaction times may vary between 5 and $0 hours.
Clearly. decreasing the reaction time with a 60-hour reaction i s a critical prob[em.As the reaction time i s reduced (e.g.. 2.5 h for ri liecond-order reaction
with kC,, = 10?; SKI),it becomes important to use large lines and pumps to
achieve rapid transfers and to utilize efficient sequencing to minimize the cycle
time.

Batch operation
lfrnes

I. Charge feed ro the reactor and agitate, r,
2. Heal to reacrron temperalure. r,
3. Carry out reacl~on.tR
4. Empty and clean ~c:~ctr>r.r,
Total time excluding reaction

1.5-3.0

0.2-2 0
(varieq)

0.5-i .(I

3.C-6 0

Usually one has In optimize the reactinn time ~ i t the
h procelising times listed
in Table 4-3 rcl produce the maximum number of hatches (i.e., pound\ of produ c t ~in a day. See Problems P4-h(f) and P4-T(c).
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In the next four examples, we will describe the various reactors nee(
to produce 200 million pounds per year of ethylene glycol from a feedstock
ethane. We begin by finding the rate constant. k. for the hydmlysis of ethyl(
oxide to form ethylene glycol.
Example &I

Dsteminiltg k from BatcIi Data

It is desired to design a CSTR to produce 200 million pounds of ethyEene gLycoE
year by hydrolyzing ethylene oxide. However, before the design can be carried c
it is necessar?, to perform and analyze a batch reactor experiment to determine
specific reaction rate CQnStant, k. Because the reaction wiIl be carried out koth
mnlly, the specific reitct!on rate will need to be determined only at the renctlon te
perature of rhe CSTR. At high temperatures there is a sipn~ficant by-prd
formation. while at temperatures below 40°C the reaction does nor proceed at a s
nificant rate; consequently. a temperature of 55°C has been chosen. Because
water i s u~ualfypresent in excess, its concentration mny he considered constant d
ing the course of the reaction. The reaction is first-order in ethylene oxide.

I n the laboratory experiment, 500 mL of a 2 M solution ( 2 kmollrn'f of e8
ylene oxide in water was mixed with 5 0 0 mL of water containing 0.9 wt Ic sulfu
acid, w h x h i s a cataIyst. The tempemure was maintained at 55'C. The concent]
tton of ethylene glycol was recorded as a function of time (Table E4-1. I).
Using the data In Table E4- 1. I,determine the specific reaction rate at 55°C

Time (rnin)

Concenrrarion of'E ~ l t ~ I e j ~ e
Glxcol ( k r n ~ l l r n ~ ) ~

Check I0 types of

homework
problems on the
CD-ROM for more
solved examples
using t h ~ salgorrthm.

I

In this example we use the problem-solving algorithm (A through G )that is givt
in the CD-ROM and on the web www.engin.umich.edd-pmb1emsoIi1ing.You m;
wish to Follow this algorithm in solving the other examples in this chapter and tl
pmblems glven at the end of the chapter. However, to conserve space it wiIl not 1
repeated for other example problems.
A. Problem statement. Determine the specific reaction rate. k,.
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C. ifenrib:
C I . Relevant theories
Check 10 types of
I

1

i/

homework
problems on the

CD-ROM for more
S O I V ~ examples
.~~

u~ingthis algunthrn.

Solved Problcmr

Mole balance:

3
= r,4v
dr

Rate law: - r , = k,C,
C2. Variables
Dependent: concentrations, CA,C,, and Cc
Independent: time, t
C3. Knowns and unknowns
Knowns: concentration of ethylene glycol as a function of time
Unknowns:
1. Concentration of ethylene oxide ns a function of time, C, = ?
2. Specific reaction rate. kA = ?
3. Reactor volume, V = ?
C4. Inputs and outputs: reactant fed all at once to a batch reactor
C5. Missing infomation: None: does not appear that other sources need to be
sought.

D.Assumprions nnd ~lpproxirnafions:
Assurnprions
1. Well mixed

2. A11 reactants enter at the same time
3. No side reactions

4. Negtigible filling time
5 . Isothermal opention

Approximations
I . Water in excess so that its concentration is essentially constant, (i.e,,
CB cBO)E. Sp~rifirotmn.The

nrnhlern i c n r i r h ~ rnvprcwrifird

nnr r!nrIrrrnpr;G..rl
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Relared mererial. This problem uses the mole balances developed in Chapter
1 for a batch reactor and the stoichiometry and rate laws
developed in Chapter 3.
G. Use on algorirhln. For an isothermal reaction, use the chemical reaction engineering algorithm shown in Figures 4- 1 and 4-2.

1. A mole balm& on a batch reactor that is well-mixed is

*

Mole aalance

2. The rate law is

Because water is present in such excess. the concentration of water at any
r~mef i s \irtually the same ns the initial concentrat~onand [he rate law 1s
independent of the concentntion of H 2 0 . (CB= CHI,.)
3. Stoichiometry. Liquid phase, no volume change, V = V, (Table E4-1.2):

Table for ~ 0 l s f . Volume
h

Recall O, is the initial number of moles of A to B (i.e..

BO).
=N
A'nrr

- N*
A - - - V

-

N*

V"

1. Combining the rate law and the mole balance. we have

-dC,4 = kc,
dr

5. Evaluate. f ( ~ ~\othernial
r
operidtion, A. is constant, so we can intcgra~ethik

eqii;~tiun( E l - l .3)
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using the initial condition hat when t = 0,then C, = CAo.The initial concentration of A after mixing the two volumes together is 1.0 hol!m3
(1 rnoyL).
Integrating yields
m

The concenrration of ethylene oxide at any time r is

The concentration of ethyytene glycol at any time I can be obtained from the
reaction staichiometry:

For liquid-phase reactions V = Vo,

Rearranging and taking the logarithm of both sides yields

We see that a plot of In[(C,, - Cc)/CA(l]as a function oft will be a straight line with
a slope -k. Using Table E4-I. I. we can construct Table E4-I .3 and use Excel to plot
Jn(CA0- C,)/C,, as a function of r.

156
Evaluating the
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rate from
bfltcl~reactor
concentmtiontime data
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From the slope of a plot of In[(C,,,
the Excel Figure EJ-I. I .

-

C,)/C,,,]
vrnus t , we
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can Rod k as shown

-3.500
0.0

2.0 4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0 12.0

t (rnin)

Figure E4-1.1 Excel plot of data.

Slope = -k = -0.31 1 rnin-I

The rate law becomes
-rA = 0.31 1 min-IC,

Summary Notes

The rate taw can now be used in the design of an industrial CSTR.For those wl
prefer to find k using semilog graph paper. this type of analysis is given in Chapter
Summary Notes on the CD-ROM. An ExceI tutorial is also given in the Summa
Notes for Chapter 3.

4.3 Design of Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors (CSf Rs)
Continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs). such as the one shown here sch
matically, are typically used for Iiquid-phase reactions.
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In Chapter 2. we derived the following design equation for a CSTR:
M o l e halance

which gives the volume V necessary to achieve a conversion X. As we saw in
Chapter 2, the space time, T, i s a characteristic time of a reactor. To obtain the
space time. T. as a function of conversion we first substitute for FA0= uDCAO
in
Equation (2- 1 3)

and then divide by uoto obtain the space time, T, to achieve a conversion X in

a CSTR

This equation applies to a single CSTR or to the first reactor of CSTRs connected in series.
4.3.1

A Single CSTR

Let's consider a first-order irreversible reaction for which the rate law is
-rh = kCA

Rate law

For liquid-phase reactions, there is no volume change during the course of the
reaction, so we can use Equation (3-29) to relate concentration and conversion,
We can combine mole balance Equation (4-7). the sate law and concentration,
Equation (3-29) to obtain
Combine

CSTR Relationship
between swce time
and convekian for a
first-order liquidphase reaction

Rearranging

3 58
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We could also combine Equations (3-29) and (4-8) to find the exit reactor concentration of A, C,,

Da =

-x*ov
FAO

For a first-order reaction. the product ~k is often referred to as the reaction
DamkGhler number, Da, which is a dimensionless number that can give us a
quick estimate of the degree of conversion that can be achieved in continuousflow reactors. The Damkohler number i s the ratio of the rate of reaction of A
to the rate of convective transport of A at the entrance to the reactor.

Da=

-r,oV - Rate
-

F AO

of reaction at entrance =
Entering flow rate of A

Ractjon mte "
f

r

rate"

~

The Damkohler number for a first-order irreversible reaction is

For a second-order irreversible reaction, the DarnkGhler number is

'Da
%

lo

It is imponant to know what values of the Damktjhler number. Da, give
high and low conversion in continuous-flow reactors. A value of Da = 0.1 or
less will usually give less than 10% conversion and a value of Da = 10.0 or
greater will usually give greater rhan 90% conversion: that is. the rule of
thumb is
if D a < 0.1. then X ~ 0 . 1
Equation (4-8) for a first-order liquid-phase reaction in a CSTR can also
be written in terms of the DamkGhler

4.3.2 CSTRs Fn Series

A first-order reaction with no change in the volumetric flow rate
be carried out in two CSTRs placed in series (Figure 4-3).

(0

= v0) is to
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Figure 4-3 Twu CSTRs in series.

The emuent concentration of reactant A from the first CSTR can be found
using Equation (4-9)

with z, = Vl/%. From a mole balance on reactor 2.

- F A I - F A Z= vo(C.ql-C42)
- VA?
k:C,*

2 -

Solving for CA2.the concentration exiting the second reactor. we obtain
First-order reaction

If both reactors are of equal pile ir, =

= r ) and operate at the saine ternper-

ature ( k l = k, = k), lhen

If instead of two CSTRs i n series we had n equal-sized CSTRs connected in
e r e ( t = r = - = r,, = r,= ( V , l c , ) ) operating at !he same ternperarure
( A , = k2 = ..-= k,, = k 1, the concenrra~ionleaving the last reactor would be

Subsrituting for C,,,, in terms of conversion

isothermal Reactor Design
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'AO

X) =
(1

+ Da)"

and rearranging. the conversion for these n tank reactors in series will be
Conversion as a
function of the
number of
tanks in series

A plot of the conversion as a function of the number of reactors in series for
first-order reaction is shown in Figure 4-4 for various values of the Darnkohl1

CSTRs in series

Conversion as a function of the number of anks in series for different
Damktihler numbers for a Rrst-order reaction.

Figure 4-4

Economics

number rk. Observe from Figure 4-4 that when the product of the space tim
and the specific reaction rate is relatively large, say, Da 2 1. approximatel
90% conversion is achieved in two or three reactors; thus the cast of d d i n
subsequent reactors might not be justified. When the product rk is smal
Da 0.1, the conversion continues to increase significantly with each react<
added.
The rate of disappearance of A in the nth reactor is

-

4.3.3 CSTRs in Parallel

We now consider the case in which equal-sized reactors are placed in paraltf
rather than in series, and the feed is distributed equally among each of th
reactors (Figure 4-5). The balance on any reactor. say i, gives
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Figure 4-5 CSTRs In parallel.

the individual reactor volume

Since the reacictors are of equal size, operate at the same temperature, and
have identical feed rates. the conversion wilI be the same for each reactor:

x,= X, = ... = X" = x
as wiIl be the rate of reaction in each reactor

The volume of each individual reactor. V,, is related to the total volume.
the reactors by the equation

1! of all

A sirnilv relationship exists for the total molar Row rate, which is equally
divided:

Substituting these values into Equation (4-12) yields
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Conversion

for tanks in
parallel. 1s this
reiult surprising?

This result shows that the conversion achieved in any one of the reactors
in parallel is identical to what would be achieved if the reactant were fed in
one stream to one large reactor of volurne Y !
4.3.4 A Second-Order Reaction in a CSTR

For a second-order liquid-phase reaction being carried out in a CSTR, the
combination of the rate law and the design equation yields

Using our stoichiometric table for constant density u = u, , CA= CAo(1 - X),
and F,,X = v , , C , , X . then

Dividing by un,

We solve Equation (4-15) for the conversion X:

Conversion for
a second-order
liquid-phase

reaction
in a CSTK

The minus sign must be chosen in the quadratic equation because X cannot be greater than 1. Conversion i s plotted as a function of the Damkbhler
parameter, tkC,,, in Figure 4-6. Observe from this figure that at high conversions (say 67%) a 10-fold increase in the reactor volume (or increase in the
specific reactioil rate by raising the temperature) will increase the conversion
only to 88%. This observation i s a consequence of the fact that the CSTR
operates under the condition of the lowest value of the renc1enl concentration
(i.e.. the exit concentration). and a m ~ e q u e n t l ythe smallest value of the rate of
reaction.
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Ryre 4-6 Convemiod as

a function of the Damkohler number

(tkCAo)
for a

second-order reaction in a CSTR.

Example 4-2 Producing 200 Million Pounds per Ytar in a CSTR
Uses and
economics

Scale-Up
of

Batch Reaaor
Data

Close to 12.2 billion metric tons of ethylene glycol (EG) were p d u c e d in 2000,
which ranked it the twenty-sixth most produced chemical in the nation that year on
a total pound basis. About one-half of the ethylene glycol is used for antifreey
while the other half is used in the manufacture of polyesters. In the polyester category. 88% was used for fibers and 12% for the manufacture of bottles and films. The
2004 selling price for ethylene glycol was $0.28 per pound.
It is desired to produce 200 million pounds per year of EG. The reactor is to
be operated isothermally. A 1 lb moVft%olution of ethylene oxide (EO) in water is
fed to the reactor (shown in Figure E4-2.1) together with an equal volumetric solution of water contarning 0.9 wt 8 of the catalyst H,SO,. The specific react3011rate
constant is 0.31 I mio-', as determined in Example 4-1, Practical guidelines for reactor scale-up were recently given by Mukeshband by Warstee12.
If 80% conversion is to be achieved, determine the necessary CSTR
(a)
volume.
( ) If two 800-gal reactors were arranged in parallel, what is the corresponding conversion?
If
two 800-gal reactors were arranged in series, what is ihe comspond(c)
ing conversion?

Asrumpfion: Ethylene glycol (EG) i s the only reaction product formed.

' D. Mukesh. Chemical Engirreering. 46 (January 5002); ruww.CHE.com.

' J. Warsteel. C/lenlictl/ Engrn~eringPmgre.~s,(June 1 0 ) .
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Figure Ed-2.1 Single CSTR.

The specified Ethylene Glycol (EG) production rate in lb mollmin is

F c = 2 x 108Ibx I
yr 365 days

xx

24 h

x LX
1 h x 6 . 1 3 7 - Ib mol
60 min

62 lb

mln

From the reaction stoichiometry

Fc = FADX
we find the required molar flow rate of ethylene oxide to be

(a) We now calculate the single CSTR volume to achieve 80% conversio
using the CRE algorithm.
1. Design equation:

v="

F X
- r ~

2. Rate law:

-r* = kc*
Following the ~lgorithnr

3. Stoichfometry. Liquid phase (v = u,) :
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4. Combining:

5. Evaluate:
The entering volumetric flow rate of stream A. with C,,

= Ib mol/ft3 before

mixing, is

I

From the problem statement uno = vAo

I

The total entering volumetric flow raze of liquid is

Substituting in Equation (W-2.4),recal3ing that k = 0.31 1 min-I,yields

= 1480 gal (5.6 m3)
A tank 5 ft in diameter and approximately 10 ft tall is necessary to achieve
80% conversion.
(b) CSTRs in paraIlel. For two 800-gal CSTRs arranged in parallel (as
shown in Figure E4-2.2) with 7.67 ft3/mio ( ~ ~ 1 fed
2 ) to each reactor, the
conversion achieved can be calculated by rearranging Equation (E4-2.4)

to obtain

where

The DamkohIer number is

Da = rk = 13.94 rnin x

1

min

0.31 1 = 4.34

Substituting into Equation (E4-2.5) gives us

